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GOLD, Retail & Restaurants 
Campaign Title: “The ‘FABRIC’ of Local Breakfast” 
Year the campaign took place: 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brand: McDonald’s 
Creative Agency: Lopez Negrete Communications 
Media Company/Agency: OMD 
Research Company: Lopez Negrete Communications 
Additional Affiliated Companies: N/A 
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

Marketing challenge: Develop a local McDonald’s breakfast campaign 
for four diverse regional territories (Co-ops) by uncovering hyperlocal 
consumer insights, while living under a national positioning of “making 
the morning routine a little bit better”. 
Methodology: Developed FABRIC (Food And Beverage Regional 
Information Channel), a comprehensive research tool consisting of 
syndicated, public, social and digital ZIP code level data, paired with a 
mobile panel that was geo-fenced/time-fenced to reach morning 
breakfast McDonald’s consumers. 
Insights: Using FABRIC, we uncovered, shared and disseminated distinct 
insights into key drivers of breakfast by Co-op and for Hispanic 
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consumers, resulting in a brief tailored to the Co-ops overall but also 
enabling Co-op-specific execution. 
Creative: Local Radio, OOH and TV for each Co-op from one master 
shoot paired with green-screen technology to incorporate local insights, 
language, copy, visual cues and menu items. 
Business impact: Co-ops running our original creative reversed the 
breakfast decline and outperformed at both the regional and national 
level. Created valuable IP in the form of the FABRIC research tool, which 
enables quick and cost-effective, hyperlocal insight-mining. 

 
CONSUMER INSIGHT 
 

Our insights led to Co-op-specific, single-minded creative strategies: 
 
New Mexico/El Paso: “Wake Up Bright” Fitting in a second to connect 
brightens my morning. 
 
Tulsa/NW Arkansas: “Tasty Makes the Day” A little love and freshness 
makes my hustle enjoyable. 
 
South Central: “Mornings… Supercharged” Efficiently delicious with a 
smile energizes my morning. 
 
South Texas/Border: “Savor Togetherness” Connecting over a fresh 
breakfast gives us moments to savor. 
 
Hispanic: “Power of Togetherness” Living moments of connection and 
zest boosts my morning. 

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

In 2018, McDonald’s was experiencing robust guest counts and sales. 
However, growth was driven exclusively by the lunch and dinner dayparts 
(Rest-of-Day or ROD); breakfast on the other hand, was in decline.  
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Research showed breakfast was fundamentally different from ROD 
because it is driven by distinct local tastes and competition, and thus 
nationally developed campaigns were not having the desired impact. 
Therefore, local agencies sought to develop distinct breakfast campaigns 
tailored to each of the 56 local territories (Co-ops) that make up the total 
US. The campaigns needed to live under the common breakfast 
positioning of “making the morning routine a little bit better”. 
 
Our challenge was to uncover local insights that would culturally resonate 
among four distinct Co-ops, ranging from Albuquerque to the 
Texas/Mexico border to Central Texas and Tulsa/NW Arkansas, including 
the Hispanic communities found within.  
 

METHODOLOGY  

We created an in-house integrated repository of syndicated, public and 
proprietary data at a ZIP code level. This included media, social listening, 
geo-demographic, menu, brand, attitudinal and technographic data. This 
gave our strategists a varied and detailed look at what made our markets 
and our consumer distinct.  
 
In order to go further and truly get to the soul and motivators of our 
consumers at breakfast, we needed to know how they saw themselves, 
their routines and what drove them. We geo-fenced and time-fenced 
morning breakfast consumers for recruitment from online mobile panels 
within each of the four geographies being studied and for both Hispanic 
and non-Hispanic diners. We paired quant questions with open-ended and 
“selfie” video questions to get tastes, consumer-driven preferences, 
shopper behaviors, and language unique to each region.  
 
The database and the geo-targeted research were combined into one 
quarriable repository called FABRIC (Food and Beverage Regional 
Information Channel). Using FABRIC, we uncovered the key, unique 
insights into the characteristics of each region that made their morning 
better, and the commonalities.  
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This allowed us to develop distinct, insights-based mini-briefs:  

New Mexico/El Paso: Lovers of nature. Don’t want to be rushed, so 
they enjoy extended little moments with their loved ones. When everyone 
around them is happier, it makes their day better. 
 
Tulsa/Northwest Arkansas: Live for little moments shared with 
family. Enjoy easier traffic, good weather, fast/friendly service, and 
knowing what’s in store, plus a great moment to share on the drive with 
their families. 
 
South Central Texas: Keeping their routine on track by being highly 
efficient, while still enjoying the simpler side of things. 
 
South Texas/Border: Constantly striving for advancement yet try to 
remain less affected by the hustle and bustle. Taking a second to share a 
moment with others, whether family, a coworker or even a simple smile. 
 
Hispanics (in the four Co-ops) An affectionate connection with family 
and co-workers but with a specific action (a kiss, a text, a meal). Being 
greeted, respected and feeling welcomed. 

 
CREATIVE EXECUTION 
 

The creative executions had the constraints of costs and the requirement 
to look and feel like the areas we were marketing in. We created four sets 
of TV, Radio and OOH with local visual nuances and “dog whistles” that 
made the customer not only say, “Hey, that’s what I want!”, but also 
“Hey, that’s my home!”.  
 
We identified culturally relevant cues within each region and strategically 
placed them in our creative. Since each Co-op is visually distinct, we also 
used green screens in shots to incorporate scenery from our actual local 
restaurants (e.g, adding recognizable local cues in the background to 
maximize relevance). With FABRIC’s ability to help gather insight and 
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texture, our creative was perfectly positioned to accomplish our strategic 
goals. 

 
BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED  
 

Key business campaign objectives: 

• Stop the decline at breakfast 
• Drive incremental growth in average breakfast guest counts and 

sales per restaurant in Q4, 2018 
• Exceed national and regional results  

Results for the four Co-ops overall using our original creative exceeded 
campaign objectives: 
 
Breakfast (Q4 vs Q3 2018) 

Guest counts  
• Local Co-ops: +1.7% 
• Total US: -1.9% 
• Region: -2.1%  

Sales  
• Local Co-ops: +4.2% 
• Total US +2.5% 
• Region: +1.9% 

Additionally, we created valuable IP in the form of the future usability of 
the FABRIC infrastructure, which offers a low-cost, shortened lead-time, 
easy-to-update tool, currently being used for the next campaign. 

 


